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There is much confusion perpetuated regarding hierarchy of authority
for the sovereign independent States and the United States.
Such grave misinterpretation applied upon us all is without excuse and
obligates acts for correction.
Article IV Section. 4 is one directional, and solely obligates the United State
to the sovereign and independent States in union.
The order of authority is defined in Article. IV Section. 4:
The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form
of Government, and shall protect each of them against Invasion; and on Application
of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature cannot be convened),
against domestic Violence.
Article IV Section. 4: a ‐ clearly obligates, by contract, the United States to the
sovereign and independent States in Union.
b ‐ strongly subjugates the United States to the
sovereign and independent States in Union.
1‐

"The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a Republican Form
of Government,"
a ‐ The United States is to be solely a Republican form of government.
b ‐ All other forms of Government, overt or covert; alluded or enforced,
declared or inferred, by acts and/or intent, are not now nor ever accepted.

2‐

"and shall protect each of them against Invasion;"
a ‐ The United States will NOT allow nor act in any manner to bring about foreign
invasion nor any atmosphere likened to such as in Federal invasion upon the States.

3‐

"and on Application of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when
the Legislature cannot be convened), against domestic Violence."
a ‐ The United States, by Legislature, thus by all Legislators as well as the Executive
will NOT allow, tolerate, nor participate in offenses upon local people. Both the
Legislators and the Executive are obligated, by contract, to NOT violate the people;
to NOT bring injury upon local people.
b ‐ This third part is most requiring of thought and regard. Domestic Violence is not
intended to mean violence within our Nation, but upon our local men and women
by foreigners and all those who are foreign ie, those in government who, by their
positions, stand in a foreign jurisdiction to all live men and women on the land,
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living in Peace.

